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Abstract

The AGM postulates for knowledge base revision are a set of rationality postulates that revision operations on knowledge systems should satisfy. Dening
an appropriate semantics for belief revision that satises all of the postulates
has been considered a challenging problem.
In this paper we present a novel application of circumscription to dening
a semantics of belief revision systems. First, a rst-order knowledge base is
represented by a set of formulas in a rst order epistemic belief language that
contains objective propositions as well as belief propositions. Secondly, we
dene a revision semantics by applying a form of priority circumscription to
the belief representation of the knowledge base. We prove that the semantics
dened in this way satises the AGM postulates that are reformulated in our
belief language.
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1 Introduction
A knowledge base should be updated as our perception of the world described by
it changes. Revision is the most common type of updates: it adds newly acquired
knowledge to the system. If the new knowledge is consistent with current beliefs,
the revision is simple { just add it to the system. However, if the new knowledge is
inconsistent with current beliefs, the conict must be resolved somehow, usually by
derogating some old beliefs. The question is how to choose a subset of the old beliefs
as victims, and decide on a set of criteria for doing so.
Alchourron, Gardenfors, and Makinson have proposed a set of postulates, called
the AGM postulates, which are based on well justied philosophical ground and provide a foundation for knowledge base revision 1]. Most previous proposals treat belief
revision as a change operation over a set of propositional sentences (see, for example,
12, 7]), where both the representation and the semantics of knowledge systems are
dened by the same set of logic sentences. It has been noticed that this approach,
though provides a unied point of view on knowledge systems, lacks retrospective
power, the main reason for its not being able to satisfy the AGM postulates.
Alchourron et al. proposed the partial meet revision semantics which satises
the AGM postulates. The idea is to take the intersection of all possible candidate
theories that reect minimal changes and that can be resulted from conict resolving.
This semantics is not considered very realistic since by taking the intersection of all
such theories, useful information may be lost and in many cases the resulting theory
is simply the empty one. A more realistic semantics has been suggested by Fagin,
Ullman, and Vardi 3] (henceforth the FUV semantics), which takes the disjunction
of all such candidate theories. As indicated in 7], the FUV semantics is syntax
dependent and therefore fails to satisfy the AGM postulates.
The revision problem over a theory in its syntactic form other than its closure
is discussed by Nebel 12], where it is called base revision. Nebel discovered that
base revision with epistemic relevance does not satisfy all of the AGM postulates and
identied the cases where they are satised.
Belief revision in its essence is a meta level concept and operation. Therefore, it is
natural to use some type of meta language to describe change operations. Recently,
semantics for belief revision have been formulated in terms of some type of modal
systems 2, 4]. In these approaches, reasoning about changes in ones beliefs reduces
to model checking of certain meta level sentences. Both approaches in 2, 4] have
been proved to satisfy all of the AGM postulates.
In this paper, we propose a new approach to the semantics of belief revision,
in which a knowledge base is represented by a set of formulas in a belief language
that contains objective as well as belief propositions, and the semantics is dened by
applying a form of circumscription to the representation of the knowledge base. We
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show that all of the AGM postulates, if reformulated in our framework, are satised.
There are two basic premises on which our approach is based. First, like Nebel
12], revision in our approach is carried out over theories in their syntactic form other
than their closure, i.e., deductively closed set. We argue that the notion of deductively
closed set does not provide an appropriate framework for knowledge base revision.
Secondly, we will consider knowledge bases with an arbitrary binary relation, augmented by transitivity, over the set of all sentences in the underlying language. Such
a binary relation will be called a priority relation in this paper this is due to the
common realization by the researchers in the eld that knowledge revision must respect the epistemic importance in a knowledge base. As shown in 5, 12, 3], the
AGM postulates can be satised by some revision semantics if the priority relation
representing the epistemic importance satises certain conditions. These conditions
actually express special cases of partial ordering. Thus the assumption of priority
relation makes our approach more general.
Although our approach also relies on the concept of meta level objects, which
we have called belief propositions, it is quite dierent from the work in 2, 4] in
that our formulation of revision semantics is not semantically based on or dependent
upon any modal logic. As a matter of fact, our approach can be formulated entirely
in a conventional rst order language. This is because a belief proposition L in
our epistemic belief language is treated as a named object, not as applying some
modal operator L to , and thus can be viewed as, or simply replaced by, a distinct
objective proposition. Thus, the problem of belief revision in our approach reduces
to the better-known problem of reasoning with minimal models. An advantage of
this is that revision operations can be realized directly on top of a circumscription
algorithm (see, for example, 13]).1
That our approach does not depend on any modal logic, plus the fact that our
approach is based on circumscription of rst order theories, permits us to dene our
revision semantics for rst order theories rather than propositional theories. This is
another signicant dierence with all the other revision semantics in the literature.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we will carefully dene and
explain the belief language used in this paper we will use an example to illustrate
this language as well as the main idea in our approach. Since the original denition
of priority circumscription is dened only for complete pre-ordering, in Section 3
we present an extension of priority circumscription that can perform minimization
according to a partial ordering. Section 4 introduces the AGM postulates. In Section 5
we introduce a new framework for knowledge base revision and reformulate the AGM
postulates to suit our new framework. Then in Section 6 we dene a revision semantics
and show it satises the reformulated AGM postulates.
1

However, this is by no means to imply that circumscription is an easy problem.
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2 The Belief Language

In this paper we assume a rst order belief language L, which is a usual rst order
language that contains a set of objective predicate symbols and a set of belief predicate
symbols. A usual rst order formula is referred to as an objective formula. In the
language of autoepistemic logic 11], belief formulas are of the form L where
is a formula and L is a special symbol in the alphabet of the language. For the
purpose of this paper, we only need belief predicates. The name of an n-nary belief
predicate consists of two parts: a normal predicate symbol and a prex L, such as
Lp(x1 ::: xn), where Lp stands for a single predicate name. A belief predicate name,
such as Lp, can technically be replaced by a distinct (or reserved) predicate symbol,
and as such, whether the language contains the special symbol L or not is technically
insignicant. The language can be equally dened as a purely rst order language
with some distinct predicate symbols. For this reason, in the rest of paper we will
not use the usual belief symbol L but Greek letters such as ,  , and  to denote
belief predicates or belief propositions (i.e., 0-ary belief predicates). We will consider
in this paper rst order theories that consist of sentences with universally quantied
variables. We often omit these quantiers in sentences with the understanding that
all free variables therein are universally quantied.
To illustrate the main idea in our approach, let us consider the following example.

Example 2.1 Consider a knowledge base expressed by the following set of formulas
K = fbird fly

birdg:

Should we later observe :fly, we need to revise our knowledge base K by the newly
acquired knowledge :fly. Simply adding :fly to K would result in an inconsistent
set K :
K = fbird fly bird :flyg:
To resolve inconsistency, one can remove a minimal amount of sentences so that the
remaining sentences are consistent. These type of subsets have been called maximum
consistent subsets in the literature. For K above we obtain two maximum consistent
subsets that contain :fly:
1 = fbird :flyg
2 = ffly bird :flyg:
By the FVU method, the revision semantics is then dened by taking the disjunction
of all such candidate theories.
In our approach, each sentence in a knowledge base is represented by a formula
(x1 ::: xn) where xi occurs in and  is a distinct belief predicate intuitively
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0
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meaning is believed. As usual, all the variables in the formula are universally
quantied. Further, if no variables occur in then  is simply a belief proposition.
The revised system of the above is then represented by the following set of sentences:

TK = fbird  (fly bird)  :fly  g:
Note that although K is inconsistent its belief representation TK is consistent.
0

0

0

Then the semantics of the system can be dened by applying circumscription to
maximize the belief propositions (i.e., minimize the negations of the belief propositions) with  having higher priority to be maximized, which yields

TK ^  ^ ( _  ) ^ (: _ : ):
Note that this expression implies :fly and either bird or (fly
at the same time. 2
0

bird) but not both

For the above example, the semantics dened in terms of maximizing beliefs is
essentially the same as that of taking the disjunction of all candidate theories 3], as
far as logical consequences of objective formulas are concerned. However, since the
extension of belief propositions can be maximized according to a given priority and
the circumscription does not eliminate any sentences from the belief representation
of a theory, our revision semantics possesses retrospective power and therefore, can
satisfy the AGM postulates.

3 Priority Circumscription Based on Partial Ordering
McCarthy introduced circumscription to express the idea that the extension of abnormal predicates should be minimized 9, 10]. Let A(P Z ) be a rst order theory,
where P and Z are disjoint sets of predicates in A, and M and N be two models of
A. Then we say N is (P Z )-smaller than M if both models have the same extension
over all predicates other than P and Z , but the extension of the predicates from P in
N is a proper subset of that in M  and we say N is (P Z )-minimal if no model of A is
(P Z )-smaller than N . Then CIR(A P  Z ), the circumscription of A on P with variable Z , denotes a second order formula whose models are all (P Z )-minimal models
of A. Furthermore, priority circumscription CIR(A P 1    P n  Z ), where P i's
are partitions of P , is used to represent the idea that the extension of predicates from
P 1 should have higher priority to be minimized than that of P 2 and the extension of
predicates from P 2 have higher priority than that of P 3, etc.
5

As we mentioned earlier, our approach is based on maximizing belief propositions.
The mechanism is called maximizing circumscription. This notion can be precisely
dened.
Let A(P ) be a theory in a belief language, where P is the set of belief predicates
whose extension is to be maximized. Then the maximizing circumscription of A on
P , denoted as MCIR(A P ), is dened as

MCIR(A P )  A(P ) ^ :9P (A(P ) ^ (P > P ))

where P > P means the extension of predicates from P is a proper superset of that
from P . Maximizing circumscription can also be formalized in terms of circumscription on the negations of those predicates. For convenience, we may use CIR(A :P )
to denote MCIR(A P ), and MCIR(A :P ) to denote CIR(A P ). The priority version of maximizing circumscription MCIR(A P1    Pn  Z ) is similarly dened.
Lifschitz has shown that priority circumscription can be represented by parallel
circumscription 8], that is, given a rst order theory A and disjoint sets P 1 ::: P n Z
of predicate symbols,

CIR(A P 1  :::  P n  Z ) =

^n CIR(A P i P i  ::: P n Z ):
+1

i=1

The priority relation in the priority circumscription above is a linear, total relation
amongst all predicate blocks of P i's. In real applications, however, many priority
relations are partial ordering, not total ordering, and priority circumscription cannot
directly be used to express such minimization based on partial ordering. An extension
of priority circumscription into partial ordering is given below.
Let P be a set of predicates, and  be a binary relation amongst P , augmented
by obvious transitive closure. The binary relation is used to represent the priority
relation amongst P , that is, a  b implies that b has at least as high priority as
a to be minimized, and when a  b and b 6 a then b is considered having higher
priority than a to be minimized. A partition fP 1 ::: P ng of P is -compatible if it
is dened by the equivalence relation that a  b if and only if a  b and b  a, that
is, fa bg P i, for some i, if and only if a  b and b  a. Obviously, for any given
relation , its -compatible partition is unique. Furthermore, for each P i, we dene
LOW (P i ) as the set of all predicates in P that have lower priority than anyone in P i
to be minimized according to  that is, LOW (P i) = fp j p a for some a 2 P i g.
Now, we dene

Denition 3.1 Let A(P Z ) be a theory, where P and Z are disjoint sets of predicates

in A,  be a priority relation dened over P , and fP 1 ::: P ng be a -compatible
6

partition. Then the -based priority circumscription is dened as

CIR(A(P Z ) P j  Z ) =

^n CIR(A(P Z ) P i (LOW (P i ) Z )):

i=1

MCIR(A(P Z ) P j  Z ) is dened similarly.

2

Priority circumscription CIR(A P 1  :::  P n  Z ) is just a special case of -based
circumscription when  is a linear order on fP 1 ::: P ng.

4 The AGM Postulates
In the framework of AGM, revision is an operation over deductively closed sets in the
language of propositional logic 1].
Given a theory ;, the deductively closed set of ; is dened as the closure f j ; `
g.
Let K be a deductively closed set,  and  be consistent sentences. The revision
of K by , denoted as K +^ , represents a new knowledge system obtained from K by
adding new knowledge represented in . Then the AGM postulates for revision are
as follows:
(P1) K +^  is a deductively closed set
(P2) K +^  j= 
(P3) K ^  j= K +^ 
(P4) K +^  j= K ^  if K ^  is consistent
(P5) K +^  is consistent
(P6) K +^   K +^  if    
(P7) (K +^ ) ^  j= K +^ ( ^  )
(P8) K +^ ( ^  ) j= (K +^ ) ^  if (K +^ ) ^  is consistent.
The rst postulate states that the revision of a deductively closed set must result
in a deductively closed set. The second states that the new knowledge must be
retained in the revision. P3 implies that the revision must be contained in the range
of the simple union of old and new knowledge. The fourth represents the idea that the
revision is done by simply adding  to K if K is consistent with . P5 requires that
the revision be consistent. The sixth species the principle of irrelevance of syntax.
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The seventh, similar to P3, states that the revision of K by  ^  must be subsumed
by K +^  augmented by  . The last one, together with P7, states that if K +^  is
consistent with  , then (K +^ ) ^  is equivalent to K +^ ( ^  ).
There is a signicant drawback in using the notion of deductively closed sets in
the context of belief revision. Consider the following example, from 14], of revising
the database
K = fa bg
with :a. Intuitively, the new knowledge :a should overwrite the old knowledge a,
and this results in the revised knowledge base as f:a bg. However, the deductively
closed set of the database is

fa b a _ b a ^ b a

b b

a :::g

of which there are two maximum subsets that are consistent with :a, that is,
fb a _ b b a :::g and fa b b a :::g:
By adding :a into the two sets respectively, the rst one is the deductively closed set
of fb :ag and the second is that of f:b :ag.
In order to accommodate :a in the above knowledge base, derogating a is necessary. However, by adopting the framework of deductively closed set, we throw out
both a and b. The reason that undesirable results are produced is that when the
closure of a theory is calculated, anything that is a logical consequence is treated as
important as those in the original theory. Humans are not logically omniscient, and
so it is unrealistic to entail logic omniscience in any formal belief system 6].
Therefore, in this paper we use the notion of knowledge set instead of deductively
closed set. A knowledge set is a nite set of rst order sentences which may or may
not be consistent, together with a priority relation (i.e., an arbitrary binary relation,
closed under transitivity) over all sentences of the underlying language.2
We now use an example to show that even in the framework of knowledge sets
we just described, the FUV method 3] and the like, which are based on taking the
disjunction of all maximum consistent theories, fail to satisfy the AGM postulates.
Example 4.1 Consider the following knowledge set:
K = fa a b ^ c b c c d dg:
Assume the following priority relation :
(b)  (a b ^ c)
(c)  (a b ^ c)
(d)  (c d)  (a b ^ c)
Note that the question of what priority relations are useful, or even meaningful, is not the focus
of this paper (but see 5]).
2
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and  = f:ag and  = f:dg are new sentences to be added.
Suppose we revise K by . Since K f:ag is inconsistent, we need to obtain
maximum consistent subsets of K f:ag i.e., the consistent subsets of K f:ag
with a minimal amount of sentences removed and with less important sentence(s)
removed rst. To illustrate, since f:ag is the most recent knowledge and should be
included in any maximum consistent subset. Now (a b ^ c) has the next highest
priority to be retained. Then, retaining both b and c would result in inconsistency,
and thus, because b and c are not related by , either b or c but not both can be
retained. This gives two ways of removing minimal amount of sentences. Should b be
retained, either d or (c d) should be removed to maintain consistency. This results
in d being removed since (c d) has the higher priority to be retained. We thus get
two maximum consistent subsets under the priority relation given above:
;1 = f:a a b ^ c b c dg
;2 = f:a a b ^ c c c d dg
By the FUV method, we get the disjunction of the above two subsets, i.e.,
K +^  = f:a a b ^ c c d b _ c b _ dg:

Thus

(K +^ ) ^  = f:a :d a b ^ c c d bg:
On the other hand, by a similar process, K revised by ( ^  ) also has two maximum
consistent subsets:
1 = f:a :d a b ^ c b c dg
2 = f:a :d a b ^ c c c dg:
Taking the disjunction, we get
K +^ ( ^  ) = f:a :d a b ^ c c d b _ cg:
Now we have K +^ ( ^  ) 6j= (K +^ ) ^  , violating postulate P8. Therefore, the
FUV method and the like, which are based on taking disjunctive theory of maximum
consistent subsets, do not satisfy the AGM postulates. 2

5 Representation and Semantics of Knowledge
Systems
In this section, we show a new framework to represent knowledge systems and dene
their semantics. We then reformulate the AGM postulates to suit our new framework.
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Let K (P ) be a knowledge set with priority relation , where P is the set of all
objective predicates in language L. Then K can be represented as follows: For each
sentence t in K , a belief predicate t(x1 ::: xn) is introduced, where t is a distinct
new predicate symbol not in P , and x1 ::: xn are universally quantied variables
occurring in t. Let B be the set of all such belief predicates. Then TK (P B ), called
the belief theory of K (P ), is dened as

TK (P B ) = ft

j t 2 K and xi occurs in t 1  i  ng
with the priority relation  carried over to B , i.e.,    i t and t are in K
such that t  t , and t
 and t
 are in TK . For simplicity, we will
denote TK (P B ) simply by ft
t j t 2 K g. Thus, t may represent, depending on
t (x1 ::: xn)

1

1

2

1

1

2

2

1

2

2

the context, a belief predicate symbol in B , or a belief predicate with variables in a
sentence.

Example 5.1 Consider
with the priority relation

K = fa b

 = ffag  fb

a :bg
ag  f:bgg:

Then

TK (P B ) = fa  b a ^  :b  g
where B = f   g and = f     g. Note that b a ^   (b

Example 5.2 Let

K = fbird(penguin) fly(x)

bird(x) :fly(x)

x = penguing

be a knowledge set with the following priority relation:

bird(penguin)  (:fly(x) x = penguin)
(fly(x) bird(x))  (:fly(x) x = penguin)

Then TK (P B ) contains

bird(penguin) 
(fly(x) bird(x))  (x)
(:fly(x) x = penguin)  (x)
where B = f  (x)  (x)g and = f   (x)  (x)   (x)g.
10

a)

2

. 2

Denition 5.1 Let K be a knowledge set with priority relation , and TK (P B ) be

the corresponding belief theory. Then the semantics of K , denoted as Fsem (K ), or
Fsem (K ) if  is understood, is dened by

MCIR(TK (P B ) B j  P ):

An objective formula is true in a knowledge system K if and only if Fsem (K )
logically implies . 2

Example 5.3 Consider, for example, the K and TK (P B ) in Example 5.1. We then
have

Fsem (K ) = MCIR(T (P B ) B j  P )  TK ^  ^ 
which implies :b and (a b). Note that to maintain consistency, either a or (a b)
may be removed. However, according to the priority relation a should be removed
since it has lower priority to survive.
For the K and TK (P B ) in Example 5.2, we have

Fsem (K ) = MCIR(T (P B ) B j  P ) 
TK ^ 8x (x) ^ 8x(x 6= penguin !  (x)) ^ ( _  (penguin)) ^ (: _ : (penguin)):
The formula 8x (x) holds because the belief predicate  is maximized with the
highest priority. The belief predicates  and  are unrelated in the priority relation.
Conict arises only when both  (penguin) and  attempt to hold true. That is, the
maximal extension of  (x) includes any  (t) where t is not penguin. This results in
8x(x 6= penguin ! (x)). When x is penguin, either (penguin) or , but not both,
holds true. This is expressed by ( _  (penguin)) ^ (: _ : (penguin)): 2
We thus have established a framework for knowledge revision, a knowledge system
is represented by its belief theory, and the semantics of the system is determined
by its \belief semantics" of maximizing the belief predicates. Therefore, all query
evaluations toward the knowledge system should be directed to the belief semantics.
However, there are two possible ways to view revision operations.
Suppose K is the given knowledge base with a priority relation . Consider the
revision requests 1 ::: n in that order. With each revision request, the priority
relation is enhenced so that the most current one always has the highest priority to
survive. For the above revision sequence, let us denote the corresponding priority
relations as 1 ::: n.
In the rst view, Fsem is taken purely as an operator, repeatedly applying to a
knowledge set. In this view, a knowledge system's revolution with the above revision
11

requests, given K and , can be described as the following sequence of the knowledge
systems:
K0 = Fsem (K )
K1 = Fsem (K0 f 1g 1)
K2 = Fsem (K1 f 2g 2)

::::::
Kn = Fsem(Kn

1

;

f ng n)

Note that in this view, the knowledge system and its semantics are uniformly presented to the user of the system.
In the second view, Fsem is treated as a mapping from an underlying physical
system to a semantically meaningful knowledge system on which user's queries are
evaluated against. More precisely, for each revision request i, we simply add i to
the previous knowledge set. The underlying system contains a set of sentences, which
may or may not be consistent it is the mapping Fsem that interprets the system and
provides the semantics. This can be described as the sequence:

K0 = Fsem (K )
K1 = Fsem (K f 1g 1)
K2 = Fsem (K f 1 2g 2)
::::::
Kn = Fsem(K f 1 ::: ng n )

The second view is not only simpler but more intuitive. More importantly, a revision
in this framework is simply an addition. We will adopt the second view in describing
our revision semantics in the rest of this paper.
We now reformulate the AGM postulates to suit our new framework. We
will denote the revision of K by  under the Fsem semantics as Fsem (K +^ ), i.e.,
Fsem (K +^ ) = Fsem (K fg).

Denition 5.2 Let K be a knowledge set,  and  be consistent sentences, and K +^ 

represent K revised by . Then
(R1) K +^  is a knowledge set
(R2) Fsem (K +^ ) j= 
(R3) Fsem (K ) ^  j= Fsem(K +^ )
(R4) Fsem (K +^ ) j= Fsem (K ) ^  if K ^  is consistent
(R5) Fsem (K +^ ) is consistent
(R6) Fsem (K +^ )  Fsem (K +^  ) if    
^  ^  ))
(R7) Fsem (K +^ ) ^  j= Fsem(K +(
12

(R8)

Fsem (K +^ ( ^  ))  Fsem ((K +^ )+^  ) if  ^  is consistent.

2

The modication to the AGM postulates is minimum, possibly except R8, in
that the postulates are revised only to suit our new framework, and the underlying
meanings are not aected. This can be seen from the fact that the revised postulates
are exactly the same as the original AGM postulates if both K and Fsem (K ) are
dened as the same deductively closed set of sentences.
In the ideal situations, independence of revision orders is required. That is, K
revised with  rst and then  should be the same as K revised with  rst and then
, i.e.,
(F +^ )+^   (K +^  )+^ 
as long as  and  can peacefully live together. The eighth AGM postulate expresses
a weaker desire for such independence. Despite the fact that it is weaker than desired,
P8 is the main obstacle for many revision semantics to satisfy the AGM postulates
7, 14]. On the other hand, the revised, i.e. R8, implies that
Fsem((K +^ )+^  )  Fsem ((K +^  )+^ )
that is, a total independence of revision orders. From such a point view, R8 is stronger
than P8.
However, there may be dierent interpretations of the AGM postulates. If P8 is
interpreted as
^  ^  )) j= Fsem(K +^ ) ^  if Fsem (K +^ ) ^  is consistent,
(P 8 ) Fsem (K +(
0

then R8 is weaker than P8 since P 8 implies R8 but not vice versa. We doubt the
legitimacy of such an interpretation. Otherwise, it is not dicult to show that no
reasonable revision semantics satises the postulate, other than either throwing out
all old conicting beliefs or imposing a linear ordering on all beliefs 3, 1].
0

6 Revision Semantics
In this section, we rst dene our revision semantics for knowledge sets, and then
show that our revision semantics does satisfy the reformulated AGM postulates.

Denition 6.1 Let K be a knowledge set with priority relation , and  be a

new sentence. Then the new knowledge set by revising K with  is represented by
K +^  = K fg, together with a revised priority relation  = f  t j t 2 K g.
Furthermore, the semantics of K revised by  is dened as Fsem(K +^   ). 2
0

0
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The revision of a knowledge set, now, is as simple as an addition, as shown below.

Lemma 6.1 Let K be a knowledge set with priority relation , TK be the belief
theory for K , and  be a sentence. Then we have
Fsem (K +^ )  Fsem(K fg ) ^   MCIR(TK ^  B j  P ): 2
Proof: Let TK (P B ) and TK (P B ) = TK (P B ) ^( B ) be two belief theories
for K and K fg respectively, and  = f  tjt 2 K g. Then
Fsem(K +^ )  MCIR(TK  B j   P )  MCIR(TK ^ ( B ) B j   P ):
0

0

0

>From 8], we have



CIR(A P1  P2  :::  Pn  Z )
CIR(A P1 P2 ::: Pn Z ) ^ CIR(A P1 P2  :::  Pn  Z )

which implies that






MCIR(TK ^ ( B )) B j   P )
MCIR(TK ^ ( B ) fB g P (B ; fB g)
^MCIR(TK ^ ( B ) Bj  P )
Tk ^  ^ B ^ MCIR(TK f B g B j  P )
MCIR(TK ^  B j  P ) ^ B
Fsem(K fg ) ^ B :
0

Therefore, we have Fsem(K +^ )  Fsem(K fg ) ^ 
(Note that we assume B is also contained in B , though it does not appear in
TK ^ .) 2
Note that, in Denition 6.1, the new priority relation  means the new sentence 
has the highest priority amongst all sentences in K in the revised knowledge system.
This treatment is not necessary at all, and the status of a new sentence can be
determined on per applications. We adopt such an approach for the sake of easy
comparison. The AGM postulates require that newly added sentences have higher
priority to be retained in the revised knowledge system.
The following theorem shows that our revision semantics satises the revised AGM
postulates.
0

Theorem 6.1 The revision semantics dened in Denition 5.2 satises the revised
AGM postulates.

First, we show the following utility lemma.
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Lemma 6.2 Assume A1(P Z ) ^ A2(P Z ) is consistent, where A1 and A2 are rst

order theories and P and Z are disjoint sets of predicates in both A1 and A2. Then

MCIR(A1(P Z ) P j  Z ) ^ A2(P Z )
j= MCIR(A1(P Z ) ^ A2(P Z ) P j  Z )

Proof: Assume MCIR(A1 P j  Z ) ^ A2 is consistent, otherwise it is trivial. Let
m be a model of MCIR(A1 P  Z ) ^ A2. Then m is a model of A1 ^ A2, and a
(P, Z)-maximal model of A1, i.e., m is not (P, Z)-smaller than any model of A1.
Furthermore, for any model n of A1 ^ A2, since n is also a model of A1, m is not (P,
Z)-smaller than n, i.e., m is also a (P, Z)-maximal model of A1 ^ A2. Therefore, we
have
MCIR(A1 P  Z ) ^ A2 j= MCIR(A1 ^ A2 P  Z )
which in turn shows this utility lemma. 2
Now we show the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 6.1 :
Notations: TK denotes the belief theory of K . TK denotes the belief theory of
K +^ , i.e., TK = TK f B g.
BK denotes the set of belief predicates in TK , i.e., BK = fB j ( B ) 2 TK g.

(R1) Trivial.
(R2) It follows from Lemma 6.1.
(R3) Assume Fsem(K ) ^  is consistent otherwise it is trivial. Then, by Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2,

Fsem(K ) ^  = MCIR(TK  B j  P ) ^  j= MCIR(TK ) ^  B j  P ):
By Lemma 6.1, MCIR(TK ^  B j  P ) is equivalent to Fsem (K +^ ).
(R4) If K ^  is consistent, then Fsem(K ) = TK ^ BK and Fsem (K +^ ) = TK ^ BK ^
 ^ B . The postulate obviously holds.

(R5) It is known that a consistent rst order theory with only universally quantied
variables has at least one (P,Z)-minimal model. This result can be extended to
priority circumscription and maximizing circumscription. Clearly, TK f
B g is always consistent even if K fg is not.
(R6) It follows from the fact that TK  TK if    .
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(R7) By Lemma 6.1, we have

Fsem (K +^ )  MCIR(TK ^  B j  P ) and
Fsem (K +^ ( ^  ))  MCIR(TK ^ ( ^  ) B j  P ):
Assume MCIR(TK ^  B j  P ) ^  is consistent otherwise it is trivial. Then,
by Lemma 6.2,

MCIR(TK ^  B j  P ) ^  j= MCIR(TK ^ ( ^  ) B j  P ):

(R8) Let  =

fB  Btjt 2 K g. By Lemma 6.1,
Fsem(K +^ ( ^  ))  MCIR(TK ^  ^   B j  P ):
Since K +^  is K fg, together with  , we have, by Lemma 6.1,
Fsem((K +^ )+^  )  MCIR(TK ^ ( B ) ^  ) B j   P ):
Since B has the highest priority amongst all belief predicates in B with respect
to  , and B is consistent with TK ^ ( B ) ^  , due to the fact that  ^ 
is consistent, we have

MCIR(TK ^ (

Therefore,
>From 8], we have



B ) ^  ) B j   P ) j=  ^  ^ B :

MCIR(TK ^ ( B ) ^  ) B j   P )
 MCIR(TK ^  ^  ^ B ) B j   P )
MCIR(TK ^  ^  ^ B ) B j   P )
MCIR(TK ^  ^  ^ B  B  P (B ; B ))
^MCIR(TK ^  ^  ^ B ) B j  P ):

However,

MCIR(TK ^  ^  ^ B  B  P (B ; B ))  TK ^  ^  ^ B :

It follows that




Fsem((K +^ )+^  )
MCIR(TK ^  ^  ^ B ) B j  P )
^  ^  )): 2
Fsem(K +(
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Example 6.1 The following example, which we have used in Example 4.1 to show

that the FUV method fails to satisfy the AGM postulates. We now use this same
example to show how our approach satises the postulates.

K = fa a

with the priority relation :
(b)  (a
(c)  (a
(d)  (c

b ^ c b c c
b ^ c)
b ^ c)
d)  (a

d dg

b ^ c)

Let  = f:ag and  = f:dg be the new sentences to be added.
Then K is represented by its belief theory

TK (P B ) = fa

where
Now let

1 a

b ^ c ^ 2 b

3 c

d ^ 5 d

4 c

P = fa b c dg
B = f1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9g
= f2  3 2  4 2  5 5  6g:
TK = TK f 7g
TK + = TK f 7  8g
TK( ) = TK f( ^  ) 9g
 = fi  j j (1  i  6) ^ (j = 7 8 9)g
^

0

Then we have

f   g:
7

8

Fsem(K +^ ) = MCIR(TK (P B ) B j  P )
Fsem((K +^ )+^  ) = MCIR(TK + (P B ) B j   P )
^  ^  )) = MCIR(TK( ) (P B ) B j   P )
Fsem(K +(
0

0

0

^

2

It is easy to show that
^  ^  ))
Fsem ((K +^ )+^  )  Fsem (K +(
Fsem (K +^ ) j= f:a a b ^ c c d b _ c b _ dg and
Fsem ((K +^ )+^  ) j= f:a :d a b ^ c c d b _ cg
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6g

7 Final Remarks
The main goal that this paper has achieved is to dene a semantics of rst order
belief revision systems that satises the (revised) AGM postulates. The semantics
we propose in this paper is based on a form of circumscription, which we have called
maximizing circumscription. The most important features of this semantics we believe
are that (1) a revision operation under this semantics is a simple addition of the new
knowledge to the underlying knowledge system, and (2) it deals with belief revision
of rst order knowledge systems.
The rst feature provides a direct implementation strategy for the semantics its
realization is essentially to utililze a circumscription algorithm. The second feature
is unique in the literature of belief revision, since the problem of belief revision has
so far been dealt with only in the context of propositional language, while in reality
a knowledge base is likely to be rst order rather than propositional.
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